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GET D!RTYNext time youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re traveling or just chattinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ in Russia with your friends,

drop the textbook formality and bust out with expressions they never teach you in school, including:

&#149; Cool slang&#149; Funny insults&#149; Explicit sex terms&#149; Raw swear words Dirty

Russian teaches the casual expressions heard every day on the streets of Russia:What's up?kak

de-LA?I really gotta piss.mnye O-chen NA-do pos-SAT. Damn, you fine!blin, nu ti i shi-KAR-nii! Let's

have an orgy.da-VAI u-STRO-im OR-gi-yu. This is crappy vodka.d-ta VOD-ka khre-NO-va-ya. Let's

go get hammered.poi-DYOM bukh-NYOM. I'm gonna own you, bitch!ya te-BYA VI-ye-blyu!
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Really a misleading title... So many phrases in this book are nothing more than simple, polite

phrases in common daily use. Sure, there are a few gems but these can be found on-line without

spending money on a book that claims to be something it mostly is not. Should also mention the

really dirty phrases, the insulting, bar-fight provoking ones are missing.



I minored in Russian at Indiana University over 50 years ago. Next year my wife and I are taking a

13 day cruise on a riverboat from St. Petersburg to Moscow and I wanted to review my Russian

language skills. This book is not a "how to speak" book with grammar structures and everyday

phrases (at least not the everyday phrases you might expect to encounter.) "Dirty Russian" is street

slang that would not be taught in a standard university course. However, it does contain the

language that might be heard on the street and in common usage. I don't expect to use such

language during my trip but I feel that I should be aware of it. A warning: The language in this book

is definitely "X rated" and if you blush at 4 letter words, "Dirty Russian" will turn you a deep crimson.

So funny book) I expected something really really small and not so much informative....but.....I'm

glad that i got it )))) it is very useful for both English and Russian speakers!!!!

great,as far as it goes

It is a lot of mistakes.

I am from Ukraine and my hubby is American. I have so much fun when he reads me phrases from

this book :D His pronunciation is brilliant

There is a formatting problem with this product on the Kindle Fire (and perhaps other versions, I

don't know). The Cyrillic print looks like it's about two point type. Unless you look closely, it just

looks like a little line. At first I was frustrated because it looked to me like all you got was a phonetic

rendition of the Russian.As to quality, I haven't been through that much of the book yet. But this is a

problem I hope they can get fixed soon.

Being a Russian student, I bought this out of curiosity. It's pretty interesting to say the least, but it's

not the best book out there. This book only translates English idioms/slang-words/saying into

Russian. The authors probably tried to give the best equivalent, but a lot of it is still not accurate.

Something to still check out, though.
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